Diary Of A 6th Grade Ninja 7: Scavengers (a Hilarious Adventure For Children Ages 9-12)
Chase Cooper back with my seventh diary as a 6th grade ninja. Buchanan School is holding an election for a new president and my cousin, Zoe, is in the running. In the midst of helping her prep, a group of students calling themselves The Scavengers invited me to join their club. Of course I didn't join, but telling them "no" was the clap that started the avalanche. Now the Scavengers are out to destroy my life, and they're winning. The entire school hates me, my friends want nothing to do with me, and a reporter is determined to expose my secret ninja clan to the school. Worst. Week. Ever. But that's not even close to as bad as what The Scavengers have planned for their finishing move. All the chaos I've been through at Buchanan School has been nothing compared to this.Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 7: Scavengers is a funny thriller that's entertaining for children ages 9-12, middle school students, and adults.
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**Customer Reviews**

Good Book and my 8 year old enjoyed reading it very much. The Sixth-Grade Ninja series is better than most of the books of same type. All ages love reading this book. Writing skills are good in this book. We read in Kindle edition and it's fits perfect on iPad. Font is good. This book was really
well-written, no typos that I could see, nice characters, solid plot.. It was one of the best books I have read all year. I decided I am going to read other in this series. Overall, great books for elementary aged kids. My son is 8 and loves them. I got him the whole series. The series' publisher should stop hiring the so-called "editors" who let these books onto the shelves without doing their jobs. And the author should demand that every book be re-edited - on the publisher's tab - and re-printed. Republishing the electronic versions first and immediately should be a no-brainer.

This book could teach u to not always trust someone and some stuff you need to look out for. It's also a fun book and it can also teach you that you need to speak up so people can believe you. It's also just a fun book to read. I would recommend this book for people who have best friends. Get this book!!!!!!

I need a second job just to keep up with my sons reading habit. I think we now own every Marcus Emerson book out there and there are a bunch! He loves this series the most and was glued from the very beginning. What a brilliant and wonderful series for kids. And the price for the kindle is fantastic.

This book was really well-written, no typos that I could see, nice characters, solid plot. I hated having to watch Chase go through all the things the Scavengers did to him (the description is right: worst. week. ever.) but it ties up a plot line from the previous book very well. Give it a shot. It's good. :)

SCAVENGERS are freaking creepy they know every secret like Naomi use to like Chase well that is I for loser she tricked him into a boob y trap so bad of her I want another book like maybe a ninth book and Chase and that other girl kiss XD :0

The Sixth-Grade Ninja series is better than most. The hero is essentially an idiot, but makes up for it by having ridiculous physical skills - which he somehow maintains without ever practicing - and by doing something large right at the end. But the editing is awful. Some books are much worse than others, but even the best are still drafts containing numerous word omissions and other gaffes. These force the reader to go over certain sentences several times to figure out what the author meant to write. When this occurs while reading aloud, there is no hiding the fumble. The series' publisher should stop hiring the so-called "editors" who let these books onto the shelves without doing their jobs. And the author should demand that every book be re-edited - on the publisher's tab
and re-printed. Republishing the electronic versions first and immediately should be a no-brainer.

i cant beileve chase went through all that trouble and the red ninjas unmasked him in front of malvin the school reporter he lost his ninja clan wow this books is so awesome !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! i cannot wait for book 8 to come out

I am a kid writing on my mom's account and I just want to say that this book is really good and funny. You feel like you are the main character when you read it. The only thing I don't like is that Naomi is the villain.
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